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gErd COUCkhUyT - BhOOM

gerd Couckhuyt has over 20 years’experience in product and furniture design.  As a reliable and committed partner, he creates innovative 
and contemporary concepts. whether it be an interior, a sofa, a light fixture or graphic design.

product designer gerd Couckhuyt not only designs, but he also professionally advises companies in the development of products, interiors 
and graphic concepts. he never loses sight of the relationship between consumer and producer. Social, cultural, political and ecological 
components play an important role in his designs as well as emotion, environment, history, provocation, sensitivity, ethics, culture, humour 
and many other parameters. Consequently, each design requires a specific approach.  

Are you looking for strong graphic concepts? do you want to strengthen your brand online? you love sophisticated creations for your busi-
ness or organisation. you are looking for an appropriate branding for your business or office. 

gerd Couckhuyt’s creativity gives your organisation wings. 

i wish you lots of reading and viewing pleasure!



OBJECTS

ThE ArT Of dESigN

product design is research, study and seeking formal and functional value with the realisation that experience does 
not simply appear out of the blue. The wider and more extensive the experience, the more the design will stand the 
test of time and therefore the more enduring it will be. The synergy between engineering, interior design and the 
knowledge of visual language generates an extraordinary flow of ideas, shapes and materials, technology and 

challenging possibilities. Cultural tension and technical background elevate the developed products and interiors to 

a different level. 



MOONlOUNgEr

designing is feeling supported by time and history. The Moonlounger
goes for a great contemporary feel and opts for natural materials such 
as wood, leather and a sophisticated finish. The hexagonalshape of 
the back and the elegant design of the frame makes the chair so spe-
cial. it is the clever combination of simplicity and complexity. 
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dOg’S pAlACE

A woof and a bark. A dog lounger like this would surely make any 
dog happy. wouldn’t it? wildspirit’s mascotte loves quality and 
beautiful shapes and is very proud of her basket. it values the 
special design: which is neither straight nor curved. whether in 
wood or synthetic material, this dog basket continues to amaze. 
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ElEMENTS 

Enticing forms and alluring architecture are the core concepts of 
Elements. The design depicts an ultra-modular outdoor seating island 
with endless arrangement options. Moveable back positions and ac-
cessories such as a footrest and occasional table sliding in a slot, make 
this concept a haven of rest and relaxation. A slender strip of lEd lights 
allows Elements to hover. A combination of subdued colours and du-
rable materials gives it a certain prestige. Elements is an expression of 
contemporary seating comfort.
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lOOp 

An vibrant and elegant chair collection. A colourful expression of passion 
and imagination, of beauty and ecstasy. Outside or indoors, in the home or 
on a hotel terrace, loop fits in perfectly. with or without armrests. Made 
of high quality nautical fabrics in Alcantara®, Terry of white leatherette. 
The chairs, which are also stackable, create a cheerful ambiance in every 
conceivable setting. The covers can easily be removed and come in a va-
riety of colours. All this makes the loop collection surprisingly complete. 
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MOOd TABlE

pure and elegant shapes typify this design with its characteristic 
oblique lines and soft curves. A timeless design with stainless steel 
Tabletop: glass, Trespa®, ceramic. The ultralight frame seems to defy 
the laws of gravity. The Mood Table is available in various heights.  
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izAr 

A three-point star design ‘for Modular lighting instruments’ that brought 
international success. The best proof that a good concept has a lasting 
effect. The organically shaped izar can be used anywhere. Suspended, on the 
ceiling, in formation or as a solitary, the izar is a light icon from a different age. 



NOzzlE  

The Nozzle  - developed for Modular lighting instruments- is a powerful 
combination of technology and formal elegance. it is a prime example of 
product development. The lamp is not only a track spotlight but also a 
mountable fixture system. it revolves 359 degrees around its axis and has 
a 90 degrees vertical rotation. The Nozzle is ideal for shops, museums, 
residences and offices. The Nozzle is made of poured aluminium with 
standard a black or white powder coat finish. The formal refinement lies in 
the subtle combination of matte black or black with chrome components. 
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SErviNg TrAy & ChAMpAgNE COOlEr 

Spiced up with rgB lEd light. An eye-catcher at every pool  and garden 
party. imagilights is an attractive and sexy product and a technological high 
flyer. There is a choice between one fixed colour or a mixed programme 
of no fewer than 160.000 colours. Effects and brightness are adjustable. 
The cooler and serving tray are made of synthetic material, unbreakable 
and waterproof. Charged, both ambiance products give 60 hours of light. 
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EpiC 

This collection sets technique, comfort, innovation and aesthetics first.The ‘Epic’ series 
includes carpets with phosphorescent lines on a dark background. it is a contemporary 
design made with modern techniques. EpiC brings light and style to any space and surface.
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Mökki

for forest Avenue, gerd Couckhuyt did not only create the woven garden shelter Mökki with integrated 
seating elements, but also completely bumped up the graphic house style so that the company acquired 
a more successful market image. Mökki is finnish for hut. By interweaving artificial branches to create a 
hip place, gerd Couckhuyt enhanced the material. The perception of the shelter assumed imaginative pro-
portions. The corresponding fire bowl is not without its archetypal effect and links heaven, earth and fire.  
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INTERIOR

Unlike the plain and austere ‘flemish minimalism’, gerd Couckhuyt opts for round, friendly, 
female shapes. Call it organic minimalism. The designs are firmly embedded in time with a sly 
wink at the icons of design and art in history. Each interior represents a good work of art. 
proportions, composition and colour always play a fundamental role. 



ShOESTOrE  | ClAirE | 2006

The interior of shoe store Claire in roeselare is 
dominated by wavy lines. These have been 
worked out down to the smallest detail so 
that the total picture is consistent with the 
space, lighting, walking area, furniture and 
the windows. Shapes, materials and colours 
have been painstakingly conceived. here 
too, the dominant feeling is that of a special 
‘experience’, an unrestricted sense of wellbeing. 
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ShOp | iCEMOUNTAiN | 2011

Context is one of the principles of architec-
tural design. icemountain in komen focuses 
mainly on young people. The adjacent sport 
shop looks young and well-organised. The 
interior evokes positive associations: fun, cool, 
game, sunny, party, togetherness, ambient...





ClUB | vip rOOM | 2011

The vip room in knokke-heist is located in the 
Casino. A casual atmosphere in which you can 
lounge and relax. Sophisticated materials and 
lighting – including dimmable izar lights - create 
an ambiance with a swinging Barry white touch. 
Tables with  built-in cooling containers generate 
soul and fun
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ClUB | zUri | 2006

The lounge club zuri in the casino off knokke - heist is a total concept. Everything was specially developed down to the very last 
detail. in this cherished venue, wild and fresh ideas set the tone for a coherently designed nightclub and lounge bar. Matching 
chairs, sofas, barstools, furniture, doors and lighting were specially designed for this project. Even the zuri uniform in the colours 
brown and white. The result is a snow-white club with an organic and futuristic look. A swing to the sixties, but the lines are softer 
and fresher.
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OffiCE | hAviCUS grOUp & 

privATE | wEvElgEM | 2009

A project supported by old and new materials hovers 
between resilience and refinement. it is precisely this 
that makes the project so exciting and unexpected. The 
interior is out of the ordinary, cannot simply be taken in at a 
glance, but challenges the eye, creates a mental space and 
gives more than sublime satisfaction. Today and tomorrow 
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privATE | hEUlE | 2010

A living area that is different and sexy. Subtle lines, unexpected 
combinations, bold electric blue. Sleek and nevertheless wavy. 
An interior of lasting value with a strong signature. The dog 
feels perfectly happy here. Because animals are important.



OffiCE | MAdESCO | 2009

Madesco gave gerd Couckhuyt carte blanche. To the delight of 
his  clients, the office has been given a fascinating, future-oriented 
identity. Anyone who comes in here encounters a wavy counter. in 
the existing simple space the strong visual form evokes a pleasing 
tension. A strip of blue lEd lights follows the wave and creates the 
impression that the counter is hovering. As if the laws of gravity do 
not apply here. 
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SwiMMiNg pOOl | dUiNENwATEr kNOkkE-hEiST | 2011

A draft proposal for a swimming pool in knokke-heist. lighting control 
and irregular turtle constructions introduce a strong sense of pleasure and
leisure. interior concepts are also about the design of experiences and 
meaning
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my MOON

The new brand MOON started in the autumn of 2006. The first design was for the architecture firm 
MCM design in paris. This firm stylized well-known bars, restaurants and clubs such as the Bud-
dhabar, Manray and Barfly in the french city of light, and was very taken with the MOON collection. 
This gave MOON a flying start and planted the seed for a bright future.  



BUrNEr & ChillEr

The architecture firm MCM design in paris placed an order for flashy bar stools such as the 
Chiller l of which the licenses are currently available for purchase. They consist of 
a stainless steel frame and the cushions have a luminous coating. The Earthgazer chair 
and Burner lounger were designed later on and strengthen the collection. what is so 
remarkable is that MOON combines a coating with luminous phosphorous. in the light 
carpets recently developed for papilio we see the return of phosphorous as an inspiring 
luminous material. it will be dropped from the MOON collection and the license is 
currently available for purchase.
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zUri lOUNgErS

The Moon creations are not isolated creations but derive from interior 
projects that closely resemble a gesammtkunstwerk. This is also true of this zuri 
lounger, named after the entertainment establishment in knokke. The chairs 
are rounded in shape, in black and white with fine stitching on the leather seat. 
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zUri BArChAir

To complete the zuri lounger is of course a barstool that has the same 
flowing and innovative design style as the lounger. There is a familiar feel - 
good code that creates an emblematic feeling. The same sense of detail is 
present in the finish and use of materials – leather and synthetic material. 
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MOON iSlANd

four seating elements fit like a glove around a central element. This design 
from the Moon group was very successful at the fair interieur 2006 through 
its stylish and dynamic appearance. Today Manutti has acquired the license. 
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rOCk MUTANT

The rock Mutant is a successful combination of foldedpowder-coated
aluminium and waterproof coated polyurethane foam. The trapezoid 
shape and aluminium frame make this product not only innovative but 
also a functional and pure design object. it will be dropped from the 
MOON collection and the license is currently available for purchase. 
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TABlE

Under the Moon label you not only find design furniture but great, innovative
objects. These creations have a sensual appeal and evoke a powerful 
visual experience. The rounded ‘triangular’ tables with glass or formica for 
instance, appear to abandon the sleek minimalist style for a soft, undulant line. 
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MOBilE OffiCE CABiNET

This handy mobile office furniture still falls under the Moon label but will 
be dropped from the collection. The license is available for purchase. it is 
ideal for offices that support a modern approach to work, but is also ideal
for the home office. The walnut handles characterize the detailed and 
perfect finish. Similar to the other objects in the Moon collection, the soft lines, 
rounded corners and perfectly proportioned dimensions, catches the eye. 
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BACK IN THE DAY

what makes design so exciting? The technology, shape, proportion, humour, cultural, functional, emotional? design 
is not independent of time. gerd Couckhuyt has had a wonderful, rich career and still has. in sculpture and painting 
classes he learned about proportion, colour, shape and volumes. years of study, which today he manages to com-
bine with technical knowhow and an extensive knowledge of materials. 



ThE ArT Of dESigN

product design is research, study and seeking formal 
and functional value with the realisation that expe-
rience does not simply appear out of the blue. The 
wider and more extensive the experience, the more 
the design will stand the test of time and therefore 
the more enduring it will be. The synergy between 
engineering, interior design and the knowledge 
of visual language generates an extraordinary 
flow of ideas, shapes and materials, technology 
and challenging possibilities. Cultural tension and 
technical background elevate the developed 
products and interiors to a different level. 
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NAkEd

Naked was a Belgian design brand launched by luc de Buyser in collaboration with three Belgian 
designers: danny venlet, dirk Meylaerts and gerd Couckhuyt. gerd designed a sofa concept named 
COMBO and the bone collection, which includes a bar-, lounge-, and regular chair. he was also 
responsible for developing all Naked’s products. Soon, the three designers threw in the towel when 
it became apparent that there was nothing done with the collections, although Naked had won a 
red dot award. So Naked died a quiet death. All designs gerd designed for Naked are free of license.
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The very first furniture collection dates back to 2000
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wE TUrN yOUr drEAMS iNTO A CrEATivE rEAliTy!

Bhoom stands for differentiation, creativity and development of product, interior and graphic 
design, where the focus is directed on people, brand and environment. design is research, study 
and seeking formal and functional value with the realisation that experience does not simply 
appear out of the blue. Technology, proportion, shapes, cultural, humour, emotional and the fact 
that it is not in dependent of time makes design for Bhoom so exciting.

we are a creative design unit of enthusiast who combine their creativity and technical knowhow 
to materialize and visualize your dreams with a young at heart approach.

let us be your dream catcher.

CREATIVE DESIGN UNIT

Loofstraat 39/2  |  B-8500 Kortrijk  |  Belgium
M +32(0)496 12 98 97  |  T/F +32(0)56/49 66 18
gerd@bhoom.eu  |  www.bhoom.eu
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gErd COUCkhUyT, BhOOM ANd ENCOr BvBA rESErvES ThE righTS TO AlTEr MATEriAl, 
diMENSiONS ANd ChArACTEriSTiCS wiThOUT priOr NOTiCE
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